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Global Insurance M&A Trends Should Continue In
2016 Despite A Patchy Track Record Of Successful
Deals

The global insurance industry was a very active participant in the M&A wave of 2015, accounting for nearly $150

billion. While buyers, sellers, and their investment bankers appear to have taken a brief break from the frenzy, we

believe the deal-flow will continue, albeit at a slower pace, in 2016. Fueling this will be record high capital in many

segments, primarily reinsurance; scant opportunities for organic growth; low or uncertain investment returns in

domestic markets; and evolving regulation such as new capital requirements in Europe under Solvency II or the

Affordable Care Act in the U.S. As a result of favorable financing conditions, we are also seeing new classes of buyers.

These range from corporate conglomerates to high net worth and sovereign wealth funds, particularly from the likes of

China and Japan.

Overview

• After a busy 2015, we believe the deal-flow for M&A in the insurance industry will continue in 2016, albeit

more slowly.

• While a successful M&A can benefit the surviving entity, the general consensus is that its track record is not

great, and we agree, at least from a credit standpoint.

• In terms of both equity returns and ratings momentum, we have observed a negative bias among acquirers

since 2000; for instance, over two-thirds of M&A deals since 2000 failed to improve financial strength enough

to lead us to upgrade the buyer.

Standard & Poor's has taken a fairly neutral view of insurance industry M&A over the last 15 years, albeit with a bias

toward conservatism. A study of the 50 largest transactions involving rated insurers since 2000 shows that nearly

two-thirds of ratings on acquirers were affirmed upon announcement of an acquisition, and 22% were put on a

negative outlook or CreditWatch (with over half of these eventually downgraded in the subsequent five years). All of

the acquirers whose ratings were placed on positive outlook or CreditWatch were eventually upgraded.
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Chart 1

Our actions on targets' ratings had a much more positive bias as the ratings benefited from the higher ratings on the

acquirer in most cases (see chart 2).
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Chart 2

What Is The Industry's Track Record?

A successful merger or acquisition might provide the surviving entity with, among other benefits, growth opportunities

when organic options are limited; a stronger position in its chosen markets; increased diversification; and potential

expense synergies that might improve profitability. Certain insurance groups have developed a strong track record of

acquisition and integration that have led to stronger companies, increased shareholder value, and strengthened ratings

over time.

However, the consensus of insurance industry observers is that the industry doesn't have a particularly strong track

record when it comes to M&A. Across several measures, our empirical research supports this view, at least from a

credit standpoint.

Admittedly, it is difficult to measure the success of M&A in this industry. Quite often, acquired books of business or

companies are merged into existing entities, which makes it difficult to track performance. Due to the tail of business,

in many cases ranging from three to 30 years, surprises can pop up far down the road.

However, we tested various measures and found that insurers struggle to create value over the short-, medium-, and
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long-term (see table 1). We measured abnormal equity returns to assess shareholders' opinions as to whether they

believed these deals had created value in the short term. We saw acquiring companies' share prices experiencing

significant negative abnormal returns by the end of the first year following the acquisition announcement, by as much

as 20% less than would be expected had they not engaged in the transaction (chart 3)

Chart 3

We also observed ratings movements to measure medium-term success and found that performance in the five years

post-transaction was not as negative as equity price performance, but still had a negative bias. By the fifth year, we had

lowered 38% of ratings on acquirers by at least one notch, and another 30% of ratings had ended up at the same level

as of the acquisition date. In other words, over two-thirds of insurance M&A deals since 2000 failed to improve

financial strength enough to warrant an upgrade for the buyer. While we recognize that some deals are done to sustain

a certain level of financial strength, we believe that these are the exception rather than the rule.

Finally, to see if a buyer's patience would be rewarded over the longer term, we tracked public announcements of

divestments of targets in the 10 years following a deal. The results were not encouraging; on average, one in every

eight buyers announced a disposal of the target company or a portion of its book of business. In most cases the

disposals were driven by underperformance of the target or the financial distress of a seller looking to dispose of

noncore assets.
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Table 1

Standard & Poor's Study Of Insurance M&A Since 2000

Test Sample Set Result

Short-term We measure abnormal share price

returns of the acquirer for the first

year to track investors’ opinion of

value creation.

Looked at 100 largest

transactions since 2000. 66 had

acquirers who were publicly

traded at the time of

announcement.

• 60% had significant abnormal returns in Y1 (35%

negative, 25% positive) • Magnitude of negative

returns significantly outweighed the positive returns •

Saw a slight bump in returns relative to expected

through Q1, but then dropped off materially to -20%

by end of first year

Medium-term How have acquirers’ ratings

performed 1, 2 and 5 years

post-announcement?

Evaluated top 50 deals since

2000 with rated surviving

entity. 37 deals reached the

five year anniversary, enabling

us to track rating performance

over 5 years.

• Rating performance in the medium-term

post-transaction not as negative as equity price

performance, but still a negative bias. • S&P's initial

reaction generally more positive than shareholders': 5

upgrades upon completion, vs. 2 downgrades (43

affirm) • But as time goes on, more negative rating

actions occur. By year 5, 38% of acquirers’ ratings are

at least one notch below where they were on

announcement date (30% >1 notch above, 32% even)

Long-term Have there been any divestments

of targets announced publicly in

the 10 years following completion

of an acquisition?

Considered 100 largest

insurance transactions since

2000

• 1 in every 8 saw a divestment of the target in the 10

years following the deal

When we are assessing the possible impact of an acquisition or merger on the creditworthiness of an insurer, we focus

on how the deal will benefit (or deteriorate) prospective capital, the strategic rationale and impact on the competitive

position, what might the future risk appetite of the combined company look like, and how high is the execution or

integration risk. Over the last 15 years, we have cited potential benefits of diversification as a positive rating factor for

a proposed deal 41% of the time, strategic or competitive benefits 29% of the time, and improvement in capital 20% of

the time. The negative factors we most often warn against are an increase in leverage or weakening of capital (both

15%) and integration and execution risk (44%).

Risks associated with M&A execution and integration are wide ranging. They include retention of key management

and integration of staff or cultures, retention of clients and business, managing accumulations when combining books

of business, and integration of IT systems. Then there is the matter of actually seeing the deal through to completion

past regulatory hurdles, financing challenges, and competitors looking to cut-in late in the game. But these risks are

often difficult to fully quantify or assess during the due diligence process, and in our view present a significant hurdle

over which a deal may leap or stumble.

We also note that synergies are often a driving rationale for acquirers, either through expense savings or business

overlap that provides opportunities for cross-selling. However, we rarely factor these synergies into our ratings until

we can see that they have been realized. In fact, we have only identified synergies as a strength to an announced deal

5% of the time since 2000. History shows that these synergies are often difficult to achieve, and quite often the

goalposts move or are forgotten in the years after the deals are done.

Industry Consolidation Should Continue This Year

We anticipate that the global insurance industry will continue to consolidate in 2016, albeit likely at a slower rate than

in 2015. We take a conservative view on M&A for rated insurers, and we place a heavy emphasis on the risks
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associated with execution and integration of a transaction. That said, we recognize the potential benefits from

improvements in diversification and competitive position, which we believe can improve future earnings and capital

strength. However, our empirical research indicates that over multiple time periods--and using several measures--the

global insurance industry's track record of success is not very strong.

Related Research

• Mergers And Acquisitions Among U.S. Property/Casualty Insurers Are Becoming More Frequent Despite High

Valuations, Oct. 22, 2015
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• Reinsurance Shark Tank--Only The Strong Will Survive, Aug. 27, 2015
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